Action Sports Kay-SUP-O'PEN BIC RENTAL
SUMMER 2017
DESCRIPTION:

June 1, 2017
DOUBLE PERSON
OPEN BIC
TANDM & DEMO SUP SAILBOAT
$50.00
N/A
$ 65.00
$75.00

SNGLE PERSON
KAYAKS SUP
$40.00
$55.00

4 HRS maximum
Full Day: Pick up AM
return before store closing same day,
24 hours return next day
$70.00
Additional 24 hours
$40.00
7 DAY RENTAL
$250.00
Accessories: Padded car rack with straps per Kayak

$5.00

$80.00
$40.00
$275.00
sku 9856

$100.00
$50.00
$350.00

Kayak/SUP/BIC delivery and pickup charges of $10.00 to $20.00 may apply (ROUND TRIP) PER
KAYAK /SUP/BIC, $ 10.00 (9859)Branford , E. Haven, $ 20.00 (15709)Indian Neck, (15716), Pine
Orch/Stony Creek., (Old Saybrook kayak/sup/bic delivery locally $ 10.00 to $20.00 SKU 15719)
Three or more Kayaks/SUPdelivered to same location, place same & time save 20% on EACH delivery charge.

Kayak /SUP/O'PEN BIC rentals include a Paddle and a Life Jacket per person
Any kayaks/sup/O'PEN BIC returned after the rental agreement scheduled time for return will be considered late
and will be charged an additional $ 50.00 late fee per day until returned.
Any lost, stolen, broken or damaged access. or Kayaks/Sup’s, O'PEN BIC will be charged at full retail price.
(beyond normal wear and tear)
INITIAL_____________
Valid CT. Drivers license must be presented and make photo copy.
Kayak/Sup/O'PEN BIC may be reserved up to one week in advance with a full payment. The reserved boat(s)
will be held up to one hour after the agreed upon pick up time, after this time, if it is not picked up, it will
become available to rent to another person. Rental refunds will be given with 24 hour notice prior to pickup.
Kayak/Sup reserved rental fees with less than 24 hour notice of cancellation will receive store credit only. .
Rental fees up to a maximum of $100.00 can be used toward a new kayak purchase within two weeks
of the rental. Rental receipts FOR proof for purchase. KYAK-34103, SUP-34104, O'PEN BIC36215 ,
Credit SKU’S
BRANFORD

--- 203-481-5511

OLD SAYBROOK --- 860-388-1291

DAT/TIME RES.________________________ DATE/TIME RETURNED_______________________
SKU________RENTED FOR_______HRS, $ PAID _________.00 PH#________________________
SKU _______,RENTED FOR_______HRS, $ PAID _________.00 CELL#______________________
Fill in; PADDLE SIZE________, LIFE JACKET SIZE ________DRIVERS L.#________________
EXPIR:_____/_____/___________
Name:_____________________________ Address:__________________________________________
CITY;__________________________ STATE:_________

EMAIL:__________________________

DELIVER & PICKUP TO:
RECEIVED SIGNATURE_________________________WATER TEMPERATURE___________________
KAYAKrentprc17

